2022
HTAV
PROFESSIONAL LEARNING
FRI 25 FEB

THURS 10 MAR

VCE HISTORY CONFERENCE

NEW TO TEACHING
HISTORY LEVELS 7-10

AND EXAMINATION REPORTS

AND THE VICTORIAN CURRICULUM

This conference supports VCE teachers to
expand their content knowledge, pick up
classroom-ready tips and resources, think
deeply about VCE teaching and learning, and
access examination advice.

This event is for pre-service teachers and those
teaching Levels 7-10 History for the first time.
Participants will hear how best to approach
teaching Levels 7-10 History.

ONLINE

ONLINE

THURS 12 MAY

JULY SCHOOL HOLIDAYS

HISTORY TEACHING
MASTERCLASS

HISTORY ENRICHMENT
PROGRAM

HTAV’s Masterclass series brings you practising
teachers and other experts sharing the things
they really know about and/or have tested
successfully in their setting.

This program is best suited for students who are
independent, creative thinkers, fast learners, and
students who think and perform above the level
of their peers in some way (though they may not
be the most successful academically).

ONLINE

ONLINE

THURS 28 – FRI 29 JULY

THURS 18 AUG

SEPT SCHOOL HOLIDAYS

HTAV ANNUAL
CONFERENCE

HISTORY TEACHING
MASTERCLASS

HISTORY ENRICHMENT
PROGRAM

Be part of the flagship event packed with
professional learning for ALL History teachers
and share in the unique spirit when the History
community comes together.

HTAV’s Masterclass series brings you practising
teachers and other experts sharing the things
they really know about and/or have tested
successfully in their setting.

Q EVENTS BY METROPOLIS,
MELBOURNE CBD

ONLINE

This program is best suited for students who are
independent, creative thinkers, fast learners, and
students who think and perform above the level
of their peers in some way (though they may not
be the most successful academically).
ONLINE

SUN 11 SEPT

THURS 17 NOV

VCE HISTORY
EXAM REVISION
STUDENT LECTURES

TEACHING VCE HISTORY IN
2023

These lectures are a must for VCE History Units
3 & 4 students. The lectures help to prepare
students for the Year 12 exam, and cover course
cotent and revision strategies.

This event is for pre-service teachers, those
teaching VCE History for the first time, or
experienced teachers who want to improve their
students’ outcomes. Participants will hear how
best to prepare to teach VCE History in 2023.

ONLINE

ONLINE

Events, dates, prices and/or venues may be subject to change.
Visit the HTAV website for the most up-to-date information.

www.htav.asn.au

